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Unknown WWI Nurse

Courtesy local
contributor Scott Kerr

WOMEN served WHERE they could

- ARTWORKS REPORTER SERIES -

LOCAL NURSES
RETURN HOME
Local nurses Ethel Lilian Forsyth
and Florence Constance ‘Connie’
Forsyth ... were welcomed home
from service at the front ... on
Thursday 3 April 1919 (Alexandra
Standard, 11 April 1919). After
being met at the railway station they
were transported by car to the
Alexandra Shire Hall where they
were presented with bouquets amid
glowing speeches of gratitude. Ethel
recounted to the crowd her experiences of hospital work whilst being bombed by enemy
forces.
The two sisters were born and raised at the Maintongoon Run (near Bonnie Doon/Mansfield)
and were granddaughters of early squatter Robert Forsyth (Mimamaluke Run from 1851, and
then simultaneously Maintongoon Run from 1857, together over 21,000 hectares). The runs
were later opened for ‘selection,’ with their parents James and Barbara (née) Mathewson
inheriting a much smaller Maintongoon after grandfather Robert died.
Ethel (b 3 October 1882), the elder of the two, trained for three
years at Melbourne Hospital (now the Royal Melbourne
Hospital) where she also worked as a Nursing Sister for two
years. She enlisted as a Staff Nurse with the 1st Australian
General Hospital on 21 November 1914 and embarked on
5 December 1914 on HMAT Kyarra A55. Ethel was promoted to
Sister, and served in base hospitals in Egypt and England, and in
the field in Greece (Salonica) and France.
It appears that Ethel was the only Australian nurse awarded the
Gallipoli Medal, along with the usual Service and Victory
Medals. After returning to Australia she was assigned to No. 11
Australian General Hospital (Caulfield).
Artworkz Reporter © Allan Layton 2020

- LOCAL NURSES RETURN FROM WWI Connie (b 18 September 1885) also trained at Melbourne
Hospital. She enlisted in the Australian Army Nursing Service
on 8 November 1917 and embarked on 26 November 1917 on
the SS Indarra. Connie served at Deccan British Military
Hospital (Pena, British India) treating/rehabilitating soldiers
from the Mesopotamia front (present day Iraq). After returning
to Australia she was assigned to No. 16 Australian General
Hospital (Mont Park).
At a medal presentation for the returned servicemen, at
Alexandra on 23 April 1919, the soldiers and sailors were
marched into the hall, and:
... the men were all seated, with Nurse Forsyth in their midst,
whom the boys all claimed as their ‘own Sister’ ... presented
Nurse Forsyth with a silver backed brush and comb also a
similar set for ... her sister who had not been able to attend ... (Alexandra Standard, 2 May 1919).
Ethel went on to nurse in
Queensland and NSW.
During WWII she was
matron of the Ritz Red
Cross Convalescent Home
in Leura, Blue Mountains.
Connie travelled overseas
(NZ, Honolulu, Suva and other places), later settling with six other siblings on the very
successful ‘Dalry’ farm near Healesville (the present day Eyton-on-Yarra historic property).
Following retirement Ethel and Connie shared a residence in Balwyn. Connie passed away in
1962, aged 77 and Ethel passed away in 1977, aged 95. Neither sister married.

Lest We Forget
A cousin of Ethel and Connie, Capt. Robert ‘Bruce’ Forsyth MC, served as Alexandra Shire
President in 1929. Forsyth (extended) family members also had farms along the UT Creek; the
intersection of the UT Creek Road with the Goulburn Valley Highway being known for some
time as Forsyth’s Corner.

Copyright © Allan Layton 2020
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AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIALS
Ascot Vale Women’s Memorial

This memorial is located in Victory Park on the corner of Epsom and Langs Roads in Ascot Vale, just
near the Melbourne Showgrounds. It was erected in honour of the enduring sacrifice made by women
who cared for Veterans of World War I. It was unveiled on 29 August 2015.
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HISTORIC SNAPSHOT

Remembering
Violet Jessop
Nurse Violet Constance Jessop was
born on 2 October 1857 in Argentina,
eldest daughter of Irish immigrants
William and Katherine Jessop.
Violet is remembered for being
the only person to serve on all
three sister ships (RMS Titanic,
RMS Olympic and HMHS
Britannic)—and survive.

Violet started working for the White Star Line aboard the luxury liner
RMS Olympic in 1911. At the time it was the largest luxury liner in
the world. Violet was on board when it collided with the British
Warship HMS Hawke. The ship, along with Violet, both survived.
Violet was again serving as a stewardess when she survived the
sinking of the White Star Line luxury liner RMS Titanic on 14 April
1912, after it hit an iceberg. She was 24 years old at the time and was
fortunate to have been allocated a position on one of the life rafts.
Finally, during World War I, Violet served as a nurse for the British
Red Cross, and was on board the White Star Line hospital ship HMHS
Britannic when it sunk in the Aegean Sea, after being holed by an
explosion (likely from a mine or torpedo). Thirty of the 1,066 people
aboard perished. During Violet’s escape, she sustained a serious head
injury. In her memoirs she wrote that the ship’s propellers were still
rotating as lifeboats were being launched, and that some of the boats
were sucked under the stern by them. Violet survived by jumping from
her lifeboat into the water, but hit her head.
Post war, Violet continued working for the White Star
Line, then joined the Red Star Line and finally the
Royal Mail Line. Violet died on 5 May 1971 aged 83.
Page 7

Military themed Silo Art depicting women at Devenish
Copyright © Shez Tedford 2020

BRINGING ART TO LIFE
BY CREATING, SHARING AND INSPIRING

National Library Australia

Established during WWII, and much like its UK counterpart, the Australian
Women’s Land Army was designed to combat the extreme labour shortages
in the area of farming. The shortages were the result of many of our men
being called up and sent overseas. Women aged 18–50 were recruited, and
they had to be English or from an Allied nation. At its peak, enrollments
reached 2382 full-time workers and 1039 part-time workers.

E A R LY
AMERICA
SERIES
Australian life has been strongly influenced
through the years by countries, such as America.

Marilyn Monroe
performing for troops
stationed in Korea in
February 1954
Marilyn Monroe was an
American actress, model
and singer. During her
brief tour to Korea she
performed her show
Anything Goes to over
100,000 troops in four
days. She later stated:
It was the best thing that
ever happened to me. I
never felt like a star
before in my heart. It
was so wonderful to
look down and see a
fellow smiling at me.

Public domain image
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They DIED ON DISTANT SHOREs

ROD FALCONER COLLECTION
District imagery from yesteryear!

S INAI AND P ALESTINE C AMPAIGN
This photograph is from the collection of Australian War
Photographer J P Campbell, who served during the Sinai
and Palestine Campaign. The collection was opened to
Artworkz in 2010 by local contributor Rod Falconer.
This image of a lighthorseman standing over freshly dug
graves suggest those deceased may have been friends. Out
of frame on the left are two more men standing at the end
of a grave, possibly reminiscing about a friend.
The Light Horse served in the Second Boer War and World
War I. By the outbreak of WWI there were 23 Australian
Light Horse Regiments with over 9000 part-time trained
personnel ready for action.
Courtesy Rod Falconer 2010 - Photographer J.P. Campbell

J.P. CAMPBELL

SIGNIFICANT TREES OF CENTRAL VICTORIA

Alexandra Watchman Tree
Name:
Location:
Species:
Known for:
GPS:
Statistical:

Alexandra Watchman Tree
Leckie Park Cenotaph, Alexandra
River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
Age, location and appearance in historic photo
S37.188801, E145.710667
Height: N/A
Girth: 7.01 m

Courtesy
Sandra
Cumming
and State
Library
Victoria

Photographer Lin Cumming

The Alexandra Watchman Tree is an old River Red Gum that
stands over the Alexandra War Cenotaph. The tree was there well
before the cenotaph was established. The tree is significant for its
central location in one of Alexandra’s main parks. We can only
imagine what it has seen over its life. Incredibly, in photos from
1914, the tree appears to be around the same size as now. It is in
good health and has no signs of wood boring parasites and is free
of mistletoe. The photo (left) was taken in 1914 by photographer
Lin Cumming and shows the same tree from a different angle.
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WWII Army & Navy Sewing Kits

Circa 1940

The idea of a small sewing repair
kit for servicemen originated in
18th Century England. They were
commonly referred to as the
'Housewife' or in abbreviated
slang 'Hussif'. Australian
servicemen were issued these
cotton drill roll sewing kits
during WWII, and they were
expected to maintain them in
good condition, whilst using
them to repair their uniforms. The
khaki example is an army issue
kit from Peter Raymond, and the
darker blue example is a navy
issue kit from Allan Layton.
Courtesy

Peter Raymond and Allan Layton

ANZAC

They fought on the oceans

HISTORIC SNAPSHOT

Survivors of HMS Laurentic
Guildhall, Derry, Northern Ireland

Cour tesy Fred & Robin CB

The photograph was taken in 1917 at
the reunion of survivors of the wreck of
the HMS Laurentic, held at Guildhall, a
large hall in Derry, Northern Ireland.
Guildhall was the logical location for
accommodating the 112 survivors of
HMS Laurentic for the pictured event.
This incredible photograph is from the collection of local Artworkz
contributors Fred & Robin CB and the photo includes Robin’s Great
Grandfather Harry Bruton. It is not currently known which person in
the photo he is. The Laurentic was one of the more popular ships
owned by the White Star Line, who also owned and operated the
Titanic. It was lost along with 354 men who enlisted from the UK,
Ireland, Canada, South Africa and Hong Kong.
Y o u r

S u b m i s s i o n s
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HISTORIC SNAPSHOT

HMS Laurentic
Guildhall, Derry, Northern Ireland

The SS Larentic was built in 1909 for the White Star Line, a British
shipping company. From humble beginnings, the White Star Line
rose to become one of the most prominent shipping lines in the world.
At its peak, the White Star Line operated the SS Titanic and its two
sister ships SS Olympic and SS Britannic.
The Laurentic was converted to an armed merchant cruiser at the
beginning of World War I, and was sunk off the coast of Donegal—
with the loss of 354 men. Her fate was sealed when she hit two mines
laid by a German U-Boat, north of Ireland on 25 January 1917 and
sunk in less than 20 minutes. The ship was also carrying 43 tonnes of
gold, and as of 2017, twenty gold bars remained unaccounted for.
The following month the Mayor of Derry held an event at Guildhall in
Northern Ireland, which all survivors attended (reported as 112
survivors). A photograph was taken of the event and a framed copy
was freely distributed to attendees. Incredibly one of these survives
today at Alexandra in the collection of Fred and Robin CB.
A second reunion of family descendants was held on 25 January 2017,
100 years after the Laurentic was sunk.

Y o u r

S u b m i s s i o n s
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HISTORIC SNAPSHOT

A scan of the original
photo, found in a
family collection in
Alexandra.
The
family are distant
relatives of the man
who served on the
HMS Laurentic.

Courtesy Fred & Robin CB
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AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIALS
Rabaul War Memorial

Photographs © George Gemmill 2019

This memorial is located at Rabaul on the island of New
Britain, New Guinea, and is a lasting memorial to over
1000 Australian soldiers who were lost while being
transported by Japanese forces as prisoners of war. The
ship they were being transported on was the SS
Montivideo Maru, which was targeted and sunk by the
American submarine Sturgeon on 1 July 1942. The ship
was taking the POW’s to labour camps, but was not
displaying any evidence to suggest it was carrying
prisoners of war. Over 840 of those lost were members of
Lark Force, captured during the Battle of Rabaul in
January 1942. Sadly, Lark Force had been left without
reinforcements and had been instructed not to withdraw,
in accordance with official War Cabinet policy. The fate
of the lost men was only revealed after the war ended.
These photographs were taken by Artworkz contributors George and Bev Gemmill, during a visit to
Rabaul, New Guinea in 2016. George is also Australia’s foremost expert on Annis and Georg Bills
Horse Troughs. George and Bev live in Stanhope, Victoria, where three members of Lark Force
came from.
IN REMEMBERANCE,

SO WE

NEVER FORGET

THEIR

SACRIFICE
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Photographs © George Gemmill 2019

Lark Force was mainly made up of soldiers from the 2/22 Battalion,
which was initially formed at Victoria Barracks, Melbourne. They
quickly transferred to the Trawool training camp in July 1940, before
transferring to Albury. They marched from Trawool to the new camp
over a number of days. In March 1941 Lark Force was deployed to
the small island of New Britain, Papua New Guinea aboard the SS
Katoomba, MV Neptune and HMAT Zeelandia. They had orders to
defend the strategically important harbours and airfields as tensions
rose with Japan. New Britain had been captured from the German’s
in 1914, and was being administered by Australia at this time.
Commencing on 4 January 1942, Rabaul came under attack from Japanese carrier based aircraft.
Then on 20 January Lark Force were overwhelmed by a huge Japanese force. Australian troops
retreated and set up new defensive positions, however they were again overwhelmed. Superiors had
not put in place any backup plans for such an event, and the standing orders were for the men to stay
and fight. Eventually orders were received for every man to fight for himself. Some escaped through
the jungle, some surrended at an open area near the Tol and Waitavalo plantations—and were
massacred, while 1053 soldiers were put on board SS Montevideo Maru to be removed and placed in
labour camps. However, after sailing, the ship was sunk by the American submarine Sturgeon and all
the Australian POW’s were lost. The truth of Rabaul and the deserting of Australian troops by the
Australian Government was not fully made known until well after the war had ended in 1945.

Courtesy George Gemmill, Ron Turner, Kath Chanter
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Public domain image

The American submarine USS Sturgeon (SS-187),
responsible for the sinking of the SS Montivideo Maru,
was a Salmon class composite diesel-hydraulic and dieselelectric submarine. She was built at the Mare Island Navy
Yard, launched on 15 March 1938 and commissioned on
25 June 1938. By late 1940 she was actively operating
from Pearl Harbour.
The Sturgeon completed 11 patrols during the war and
was recognised for its great success. She eventually sailed
to the Boston Navy Yard where she was decommissioned
on 15 November 1945, at the close of the war. She was
then sold to a metal merchant for scrap.
The Sturgeon received a total of 10 Battle Stars for her
service in WWII, and is probably best remembered for the sinking of the Japanese ship Tayoma
Maru which resulted in the death of over 5,400 Japanese. This is recognised as one of the world’s
worst maritime disasters.
The sinking of the Montivideo Maru, with over one thousand Australian POW’s, remains Australia’s
worst maritime disaster.

Courtesy George Gemmill, Ron Turner, Kath Chanter

WORLD AT WAR SERIES
Ron Turner, former Park Ranger at Fraser National Park, told us about his father who was a
surviving member of Lark Force. He wrote:
My father, Sgt VH Turner, became a member of Lark Force at Trawool, Victoria. From his military
records and wartime diaries and other official records, I have been able to piece together what
happened to this ill-fated group of mainly Victorian men, which included the whole Salvation Army
Band; made up mostly of men from the Brunswick Corps who had enlisted as a group.
They were marched 146 miles (235 kms) from Trawool to Bonegilla, leaving Sydney on 10 April
1942 aboard the Zealandia for the Australian administered territory of New Britain, arriving at
Rabaul on 3 May. Having previous military experience with the British Army, including use of field
artillery, my father was assigned to the 6 inch (150 mm) guns and other artillery situated on Praed
Point, where they took a pounding from hundreds of Japanese aircraft—before the guns were
destroyed. The five defending RAAF Wirraway aircraft were swept aside.
After two days of intense bombing and strafing (as well as smoke and ash from the adjacent Mt
Matupit volcano), my father summed up the position: ‘On Friday 23 rd January, 1942, the Japanese
captured Rabaul and my unit retreated into the jungle’.
Many records indicate our command group maintained an attitude comparable with British officers
in WWI. They knew an invasion force was approaching and evacuated many women and civilians;
my father received the order they were to 'fight to the last'. Over-run by the invaders, there was
confusion and had no 'Plan B'. My father now received the order 'every man for himself'. There were
no plans for retreat, virtually non existent communications, and no depots of supplies. Each man
carried their own food and ammunition.
In reality, the Australian Government could do little, and wrote of the military force of 1,396 officers
and men being all 'hostages to fate'. The fate of Rabaul was unknown to the outside world for three
weeks.
From Rabaul, there were roads and tracks of various grades leading to plantations located mainly
along the coast. Two lines of escape developed: south to the southern coast, and west across the
Gazelle Peninsula and the north coast. The interior of the country was inhospitable with dense
jungle, deep gorges, fast flowing rivers and steep mountains.
Having survived mangroves and mosquito infested swamps south of Rabaul, at least 200 survivors
had reached the Tol plantation by 1 February. Some continued beyond here, but others were too
exhausted, and surrendered. Subsequent events were researched by a military court which heard
evidence from many of the survivors. The bare facts are that the Japanese carried out '… at least
four separate massacres of prisoners on the morning of 4 February, the first of about 100 men, the
second of six, the third of 24 and the fourth of about 11 men. These figures are only approximate …'
The executions were mainly carried out by bayonet and shooting.
As an NCO (non-commissioned officer), my father led a small group into the mountains, traversing
the steeply dissected country for weeks. They encountered other Australians living on New Britain

Courtesy George Gemmill, Ron Turner, Kath Chanter

WORLD AT WAR SERIES
and learnt that District Officer McCarthy was trying to organize an escape route by sea. Using his
radio, he had given the first news of events on New Britain on 14th February.
Joining other escapees, my father travelled for
weeks by foot, canoe and pinnace (small boat),
reaching the village of Iboki where they
boarded either the Lakatoi (destined for Cairns)
or the Laurabada which travelled to Port
Moresby. The Lakatoi arrived in Cairns on
28 March, after being forced to anchor offshore
for 24 hours awaiting a pilot. The Cairns
survivors travelled by train to Victoria. My
father spoke glowingly about the aid provided
by VAD (Volunteer Aid Detachment) women
along the way.

Lakatoi
Courtesy Ron Turner

On 22 June 1942, 849 military prisoners and about 200 civilians embarked on the Montevideo Maru
destined for Japan. On 1 July, this ship was sunk by a torpedo from an American submarine, with the
loss of all prisoners.
Officers and nurses were shipped from Rabaul in (according to one nurse) 'a dirty old freighter
packed in a hold. We were all mixed together and spent nine days sweating and starving before we
reached Japan.’
A handful of other stragglers reached Port Moresby by means of other small craft.
© Ron Turner 2019

While preparing this article, we were informed by Alexandra local and
Artworkz Contributor Kath Chanter that her late husband Ron Chanter
had also been a member of Lark Force, and like Ron Turner’s father, he
had escaped into the jungle and eventually found his way back to
Australia by boat. It is not known if they knew each other or ever crossed
paths. Kath also recalled how Alexandra locals Rupert William (Bill)
E Edwards, RA Hanning, EC (Ted) Stillman, and Conrad (Bonny) Thies,
were also members of Lark Force (see the Alexandra memorial plaque on
the right where their names are listed). We have since learnt that Alfred
Keith Murray (Keith) was also a member of Lark Force.
In 2012, the Japanese government handed over thousands of POW
documents to the Australian government and the Montevideo
Maru's manifest—containing the names of all the Australians on
board the Montevideo Maru—was included. The translation of the
manifest was released in June 2012 and confirmed 1054 Australians
were on board, of which 845 were members of Lark Force.

Courtesy George Gemmill, Ron Turner, Kath Chanter
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Two plaques
unveiled at the
Heidelberg
Repatriation
Memorial Garden
that relate to
Lark Force.
See the following
page to view their
placement in the
Memorial Garden.
The photo overleaf
only shows a small
portion of the much
larger garden, which
contains over 40
memorial plaques.

Two plaques at the Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital Memorial Garden

WORLD AT WAR SERIES

The main
Lark Force
Memorial
Plaque

A section of the Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital Memorial Garden

Miniature WWII SOUVENIR SWORD

Circa 1940s

This miniature Souvenir
sword was lent to us to
photograph by Artworkz
contributor Ron Cooper.
It is inscribed with the
word ‘Gibraltar’, which is
where an important British
Naval base was located
during WWII. It was
strategic for controlling
the Strait of Gibraltar, a
narrow strait between the
Mediterranean Sea and
Atlantic Ocean.
Courtesy

Ron Cooper

AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIALS
Ruffy Recreation Reserve Maygar Memorial
Photographs © Allan Layton 2020

Planted in Memory of
Lt. Col. L.C. Maygar
V.C., D.S.O. V.D.
A.E.F., A.I.F.
Won V.C. 23-11-1901
AT GRELHOOTBOOM S.A.
KILLED 1-11-1017
This Lone Pine sapling, located outside the entrance to
the Ruffy Recreation Reserve, was planted in memory
of local man Lt. Col. Leslie Cecil Maygar—winner of a
Victoria Cross.
Leslie was at one time a local Alexandra boy who
attended the Alexandra State School. After first having
been rejected for war service (Boer War) because of
tooth decay, he successfully enlisted for service in the
2nd Boer War during which he won his VC. Upon the
outbreak of World War I he again signed up. Leslie was
killed in action, dying on 1 November 1917 of injuries
sustained at Beersheba a day earlier. He was one of just
a handful of local men awarded the Victoria Cross.
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Our Hidden
Memorials
C A M P 2 2 M E M O R I A L - T R AW O O L

The 2/22 Battalion A.I.F. memorial is located 2.7 km from the Goulburn Valley Highway turnoff, along the
Upper Goulburn Road, opposite the Rail Trail toilet block. The memorial was erected in honour of the
members of the unit who died in service during World War II. This was the site of the 2/22nd training camp,
used from the mid 1940. Other units also trained here and soldiers from the 2/22nd became known as Lark
Force, and served in Rabaul from March 1941. (Memorial GPS: S37.082019, E145.180366).
Page 30
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Photographer JP Campbell
Courtesy Rod Falconer

They Took Photographs

AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIALS
Hawker War Memorial

The War Memorial precinct at Hawker, SA, showcases
what a small outback community can do to honor those
who served and lost their lives. Hawker is located in the
Flinders Ranges area of South Australia, 365 km north of
Adelaide and in the Flinders Ranges Shire.
The precinct includes a Memorial Cross to the unknown
soldier, a Walk of Honour, a Garden of Courage and
Sacrifice—planted in 2016. The interpretive signage is of
high quality and the site also includes sculptures and handpainted honour rolls. The memorial plaque was relocated
here from outside the Shire Council Chambers.
Interestingly, the site is home to a replica
field gun which featured in the locally
filmed 1987 movie The Lighthorsemen.
The movie starred John Blake, Sigrid
Thornton, Peter Phelps and Gary Sweet.
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LETTERS FROM THE FRONT
Hugh Douglas Sutherland, France, 15 September 1918

My dear Family,
Another Sunday and I must send you a few lines tho’ excepting for one or two little
pieces of excitement of which I will tell you directly, I am afraid I have very, little to
write about as it has been rather an uneventful week.
Yesterday two Australian letters drifted in, one from Doll and one from Mimi, and both
dated July 7th. I was very glad to know that Doll had got over her attack of mumps, and
that up to the time of writing that no-one else had developed them. Bess was being kept
busy with her lambs, and I only hope that she did not have a very severe winter. By the
time this arrives it will be shearing time again. It is really marvellous how the time flies.
I am glad to know that Harris has been with you. He is a good man and Bess can trust
him with anything. My kind regards to him if he is with you when this arrives, and also
my thanks for the honey he has sent and is sending to me. It is a long time since any
arrived but from what you said in your letters I am looking forward to a tin shortly.
A few days ago I saw Frank Paton, he is just the same and still going strong. Last night I
saw Salmon and Charlie Price. They are both quite O.K. and have had a wild time with
the battery since they joined it. I also saw Clive Robertson. He has just come back from
his leave and is camped only a couple of hundred yards away just at present. He had a
much better leave than he did last year, but was very very loath to leave his family and
come back to this again.
So far I have not heard anything further of my transfer but I know it is only a matter of
waiting for a vacancy now, and it may come at any time. It is possible that Clive
Robertson may come with me if he can get out of the battery, but nothing is fixed yet,
but it would suit me fine if he does come. He is one of the best, and I would very much
like to be with him again. He could have had his commission long ago if he had asked
for it, but for many reasons, with most of which I at any rate quite agree, he would not
take it.
I enclose three little snaps which will probably interest you and I also sent a couple
more to Jack last night and asked him to send them on to you when he had finished with
them. I got a little camera when I was over and had intended taking quite a lot of snaps
but found, too late, that the films are practically unprocurable at present and I only
managed to get two or three of each printed, hence you will have to just pass them
round amongst yourselves. I was very sorry that I could not get more films, especially
when I saw how well these had come out, and I am afraid the camera is not going to be
Courtesy Libby Webb 2019
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Hugh Douglas Sutherland, France, 15 September 1918

much use to me now for they are not allowed over here. If they only were we could get
some lovely pictures sometimes. On the last afternoon of my leave, I met the two
sisters. We went through Hyde Park and the pictures of the two sisters, and Sister
Graham and myself were taken there. The two I sent Jack were of sheep taken at
Allanfearne.
On Wednesday last I had a really good day. I left here at 7 a.m. with the Boss and went
down to get the money. It had been raining and blowing pretty hard for a couple of days
previously but it fined up that morning and it wasn’t a bad day at all. It took us about
four hours to get to the town where we drew the money, and it was a ‘bonzer’ trip in
spite of the two punctures we got on the way. It was grand to see some civilisation
again, especially after being in these parts where there is absolutely none.’ I had a
glorious dinner, and if I don’t get another feed for a week I won’t hurt much. I was at
this particular town about four months ago and then it was more or less deserted on
account of the way it was being bombed, but now it is practically back to its old life
again and was quite gay. We have been moving about so much lately and each time a bit
further ahead that I really had no idea till I went this trip that we have come so far
within the last few weeks. We got back to the camp about 6 o’clock after a real good run
home and no accidents; it will probably be the last trip I will get for some considerable
time to come so I enjoyed every but of it.
About 8.30 p.m. the aeroplanes started and provided us with a most excellent
entertainment for an hour or so. The Bosch started the show by coming over and
bombing us well, but the search lights did some fine work and tho’ seven planes in all
came over in our little piece the Search lights picked up every one. A plane in the search
lights is always’ well worth looking at, and always reminds me of a great big golden
moth. I can’t describe what it is actually like for it is one of the things which has to be
seen to be fully appreciated. As each machine came over and the search lights picked it
up all the guns and machine guns within range got busy, and between the noise they
made and crash of the bombs that were dropped, it was “Hell”. Let loose for a little
while. About half way through the show, one of our little scouting machines came over
and took a hand in things and finally brought two of the Bosch machines down in
flames. It was a wonderful bit of work on our machines’ part, and we could see him for
some time signalling for the guns to cease fire and give him a chance. A machine
coming down on fire at night is a most wonderful sight and beats any fireworks display
that I have ever seen, especially when all the ‘very’ lights start going off. The first one
to come down had not dropped its bombs, and as they all exploded at once as soon as it
hit the ground it was a sight to remember I can assure you. Both machines fell some
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distance away, but quite close enough for us to get a most excellent view, and especially
myself as I was using a pair of German Zeiss glasses which I got hold of some little
time ago. It was a most thrilling show and I suppose under ordinary circumstances
should have been a most horrible one, but under present circumstances we have very
little sympathy, for after having been bombed as much as we have it is only seeing a
thing like this that consoles us a bit, and also the fact of knowing that tho’ the Bosch
started the business, he is getting all and more of it than he wants himself now, and in
any case after seeing the country round these parts in the state it is and seeing some of
the things he has done so recently, I for one have no sympathy for any German that
walks. Even tonight whilst I have been writing this I have had to stop twice and put out
the lights because there has been a Fritz plane about, tho’ so far he has dropped nothing
anywhere near us. But can you wonder that we feel as tho’ we want to exterminate the
whole lot!
I am anxiously waiting for the letters that will tell me all about Bess and her Leslie, for I
have a great deal to hear I can tell you, so hope that you don’t miss out on anything.
Anyhow I don’t expect they can arrive before another five or six weeks. I should write
to Leslie but don’t exactly like to risk it and fancy I will wait till I get something more
definite to go on. But at any rate once again they have my heartiest congratulations and
I only hope that they are both supremely happy.
Now I must turn in. Good night and my love to each and all of you.
From Doug.

Letter courtesy Libby Webb
Reproduced verbatim
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WWII A.I.F. Cotton Doily

1945

A 1945 World War II, A.I.F. cotton
doily from Artworkz Contributor Ron
Cooper. Cotton doilies such as this were
often used to raise money for the war
effort. It is considered likely that this
doily was one of a mass-produced
series sold for fundraising purposes.
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They fought in the skies
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The Rushworth War Memorial is located in the Central Road Reserve in High Street,
Rushworth and is one of the few War Memorials that incorporates a clock facing each of the
four main compass points. It is well kept, its plaques are informative, and there are two
military busts located on the northern side of the structure. The busts commemorate two local
sons (Air Marshall Sir George Jones KBE CB DFC and Air Vice-Marshall Francis Hubert
McNamara VC CB CBE). The next four pages provide more information on these two
noteworthy Rushworth servicemen.
This memorial is close to shops, the museum, public toilets, and a shaded picnic table.
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George Jones left school on his
14th birthday after attaining his
Certificate of Merit (1910)
ANZAC CENTENARY 2014– 2018
moving to Melbourne two years
AIR MARSHAL SIR GEORGE JONES KBE CB DFC
later, with his worldly wealth—
BORN GOBARUP: 18 OCTOBER 1896,
four gold sovereigns and
BIRTH REGISTERED AT RUSHWORTH:
bicycle—to become a competent
22 NOVEMBER 1896
motor mechanic. Enlisting in the
DIED: MELBOURNE: 24 AUGUST 1992
EDUCATED: RUSHWORTH STATE SCHOOL
Australian Imperial Forces
SERVICE NO’S: 1074 AND 031
(1915), he volunteered to serve
at Gallipoli and remained there
until the historic evacuation of ANZAC troops on 1 Dec 1915, after which he briefly served with
the No 13 Imperial Camel Corps (Egypt).

Air Marshall
Sir George Jones KBE CB DFC

In October 1916, he successfully applied to join the Australian Flying Corps (AFC) where he
qualified and was promoted to 1st Class Air Mechanic (Apr 1917). After applying for pilot
training, on his 21st birthday, he graduated, was commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant, and
deployed to No 4 Squadron AFC (Jan 1918) based in France to fly combat missions at the
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Western Front. Two months later, he was badly injured during aerial combat with an enemy
fighter, necessitating a lengthy recovery, to return to No 4 Squadron (Jul 1918) where he
remained until the Armistice.
George Jones finished WWI with an
impressive record. He was a Flight
Commander and as a fighter pilot he
was recognised as an ‘ace’ having shot
down seven enemy aircraft. He had
flown 150 offensive patrols and 20
bombing raids all in the space of eight
months, and was promoted to Captain.
His combat skills were recognised with
the Distinguished Flying Cross award.
The Distinguished Flying Cross citation
states:
A most daring and gallant leader
in aerial fighting in which he has
destroyed seven enemy aircraft.
Captain Jones has always displayed
marked ability in all his duties.
Captain George Jones DFC re-enlisted
in the newly established Royal
Australian Air Force, rising steadily
through various Command positions
and ranks prior to World War II. George Jones DFC was appointed Royal Australian Air Force
Chief of Air Staff (CAS) on 5 May 1942 with the rank of Air Vice-Marshall and was appointed
Air Marshall in Jan 1947. He was the second Australian appointed as RAAF Chief of Air Staff,
aged 45 years. He was the youngest Air Commander in the Allied Forces, and under his
leadership, at the end of WWII, the RAAF was the World’s fourth largest Air Force.
Following WWII, he was notable for his achievements in reorganising and re-equipping the
RAAF for a peacetime Australia. Air Marshall George Jones DFC retired on 22 Feb 1952. His
ten year tenure as RAAF Chief of Air Staff was the longest continuous service in that role. Air
Marshall George Jones DFC concluded his distinguished service with the additional honours of
CB and CBE, and he was knighted by Queen Elizabeth in 1954.
Air Marshall Sir George Jones KBE CB DFC died on 24 August 1992, aged 95, and was buried
with full military honours at Cheltenham Lawn Cemetery, Melbourne.
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Air Vice-Marshall
Francis Hubert McNamara VC CB CBE
ANZAC CENTENARY 2014– 2018
AIR VICE-MARSHAL FRANCIS (FRANK) HUBERT
MCNAMARA VC CB CBE
BORN: RUSHWORTH: 4 APRIL 1894
DIED ENGLAND: 2 NOVEMBER 1961
EDUCATED: RUSHWORTH STATE SCHOOL
SERVICE NO: 5

Frank McNamara embarked on
a military career as a qualified
teacher, was commissioned as
Lieutenant in the Militia Forces,
selected for, and successfully
completed the 3rd Military
Aeronautics Course at Point
Cook`s Central Flying
school. He was allocated to No 1
Squadron, Australian Flying
Corps which was deployed to

Egypt for active service in the Middle East in March 1916.
On March 20, 1917, Frank McNamara became the first and only Australian airman to be
decorated with the Victoria Cross award during WWI, and the only Australian to receive that
award during the Middle East (Sinai/Palestine) campaign.
The Victoria Cross citation states:
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For most conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty during an aerial bomb attack upon a
hostile construction train, when one of the four pilots was forced to land behind the enemy`s
lines, Lieutenant McNamara, observing this pilot`s predicament and the fact that hostile
cavalry were approaching, descended to his rescue. He did this under heavy rifle fire, and in
spite of the fact that he himself had been severely wounded in the thigh. He landed about 200
yards from the damaged machine, the pilot of which climbed on to Lieutenant McNamara`s
machine and an attempt was made to rise. Owing, however to his disabled leg, Lieutenant
McNamara was unable to keep the machine straight and it turned over. The two officers,
having extricated themselves, immediately set fire to the machine and made their way across
to the damaged machine, which they succeeded in starting. Finally, Lieutenant McNamara,
although weak from the loss of blood, flew this machine back to the aerodrome, a distance
of seventy miles, and thus completed his comrade`s rescue.
Re-enlisting in the newly established Royal Australian Air Force, Frank McNamara VC was
one of the twenty-one commissioned officers on strength at its formation on 31 March 1921,
and steadily rose in rank and responsibility to hold the following positions: Commanding
Officer, No 1 Flying Training School at
Point Cook (1923) Commanding Officer,
No 1 Aircraft Depot, Laverton (1933)
Commanding Officer, RAAF Station
Headquarters, Laverton (1936).
Posted to the Imperial Defence College
(London) in late 1936, he remained in
England throughout the Second World
War at the Australian High Commission
and later, the newly formed RAAF
Overseas Headquarters. He was made
available 'on loan' to the Royal Air
Force, and appointed Air Officer
Commanding (AOC) British Forces at
Aden (1943–1945), becoming only the
second RAAF officer to attain an AOC`s
appointment with the RAF during
WWII.
Air Vice-Marshal Frank McNamara VC
retired on 11 July 1946, concluding his
distinguished career with the additional
honours of CB and CBE. Air ViceMarshal Frank McNamara VC CB CBE,
died on 2 November 1961, aged 67, and
was buried at St. Joseph`s Priory, Gerrard`s Cross UK. Air Vice-Marshal Frank McNamara`s
Victoria Cross is located at the RAF Museum, London.
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Polemology
noun
The analysis of human conflict and war,
especially international war.

Examples
He studied polemology for his thesis.
Polemology helps us to understand why humans war.
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SERIES
Australian life has been strongly influenced through
the years by countries, such as England.

The free magazine on
the following page has
a feature article on the
battle of Cambrai.

A British Mark IV tank manoeuvring over trenches at the 1917 Battle of Cambrai
This was the first English offensive where over 400 (476) tanks were used in mass to break a
military stalemate. While the battle was not considered successful, it did help allied forces
learn how to break though deeply fortified German positions. However, the Germans responded
with their largest counter-attack since 1914. A year later the war was over. Mark IV tanks were
produced in the UK and first used in mid 1917. They were the most numerous tank that the United
Kingdom deployed in the war. However, only seven Mark IV tanks survive today.
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A publication highlighting
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and is not comprehensive.
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They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning,
We will remember them.
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